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THOMAS MERTON

St. John of the Cross

IF YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN El Greco’s view of Toledo, you might take a

look at it. It will tell you something about St. John of the Cross. I say it will

tell you something—not very much. St. John of the Cross and El Greco

were contemporaries, they lived in the same country, they were mystics,

though by no means in the same degree. In other ways they were quite

different. Father Bruno, in the best life of St. John of the Cross so far

written, reminds his reader several times not to go imagining that St. John

of the Cross looked like an El Greco painting. He was more like one of

Zurbaran’s Carthusians. Even that comparison is not altogether exact. The

original and authentic portrait of the saint shows him to have an innocent

and rather expressionless face. He does not look in any way ascetic. In fact

you would think you were looking at the portrait of a Madrid shop-keeper

or of a cook.

El Greco’s view of Toledo is very dramatic. It is full of spiritual

implications. It looks like a portrait of the heavenly Jerusalem wearing an

iron mask. Yet there is nothing inert about these buildings. The dark city

built on its mountain seems to be entirely alive. It surges with life,

coordinated by some mysterious, providential upheaval which drives all

these masses of stone upward toward heaven, in the clouds of a blue

disaster that foreshadows the end of the world.

Somewhere in the middle of the picture must be the building where St.

John of the Cross was kept in prison. Soon after the beginning of St.

Teresa’s reform he was kidnapped by opponents of the reform, and

disappeared. No one had any idea where he had gone and, as St. Teresa

lamented, nobody seemed to care. He was locked up in a cell without light



or air during the stifling heat of a Toledan summer to await trial and

punishment for what his persecutors seriously believed to be a canonical

crime. The complex canonical and political implications of the Carmelite

reform had involved the saints of that reform in the kind of intrigue for

which they alone, of all Spain, had no taste. And even St. Teresa, whose

dovelike simplicity was supported by an altogether devastating prudence

in these adventures, seems to have rather enjoyed them.

John of the Cross found little that was humanly speaking enjoyable in his

Toledo jail. His only excursions from his cell came on the days when he

was brought down to the refectory to be publicly scourged by his jailers,

who were scandalized at his meek silence, believing it to be the sign of a

reprobate con science, hardened in rebellion. Why didn’t the man do some

thing to defend himself?

Here in Toledo, in what he called "the belly of the whale", the saint, wisely

more silent than the prophet Jonah, dealt not with men but with God

alone, waiting patiently for the di vine answer that would end this dark

night of his soul. No one knows when or how the answer came, but when

St. John made his miraculous escape during the octave of the Assumption,

in 1578, he carried in his pocket the manuscript of a poem which

respectable critics have declared to be superior to any other in the Spanish

language. These critics range from Menéndez y Pelayo, who may be

deemed to be respectable in a rather stuffy sense, to more recent and more

advanced writers. Even the London magazine Horizon, which has a

certain rating among intellectuals, included two very competent articles

on St. John of the Cross in a series of "studies of genius".

As far as I know, John of the Cross was the only saint in the series.

El Greco was painting in Toledo when St. John of the Cross was in prison

there. But the imprisonment of St. John of the Cross, and the Spiritual

Canticle which bloomed miraculously in the closet where he was jailed,

had little to do with the exiled Greek. The color scheme is quite different.



The painter’s view of the city must be a winter view, black, purple, green,

blue, and grey. And the movement is a blind upheaval in which earth and

sky run off the top of the canvas like an ebb-tide in the arctic ocean. The

color scheme of John’s imprisonment is black and ochre, and brown and

red: the red is his own blood running down his back. The movement is

centripetal. There is a tremendous stability, not merely in the soul

immobilized, entombed in a burning stone wall, but in the depths of that

soul, purified by a purgatory that those alone know who have felt it,

emerging into the Center of all centers, the Love which moves the heavens

and the stars, the Living God.

The last place in the world where one would imagine the Spiritual

Canticle to have been written is a dungeon!

I will try to translate a little of it:

My Beloved is like the mountains.

Like the lonely valleys full of woods

The strange islands

The rivers with their sound

The whisper of the lovely air!

The night, appeased and hushed

About the rising of the dawn

The music stilled

The sounding solitude

The supper that rebuilds my life.

And brings me love.

Our bed of flowers

Surrounded by the lions’ dens

Makes us a purple tent,

Is built of peace.

Our bed is crowned with a thousand shields of gold!



Fast-flying birds

Lions, harts and leaping does*

Mountains, banks and vales

Streams, breezes, heats of day

And terrors watching in the night:

By the sweet lyres and by the siren’s song

I conjure you: let angers end!

And do not touch the wall

But let the bride be safe: let her sleep on!

(I lift this line bodily from the translation of Professor E. Allison

Peers.)

Only the saint and God can tell what distant echoes of an utterly alien

everyday common life penetrated the darkness of the jail cell and the

infinitely deep sleep of the peace in which his soul lay hidden in God.

Touch not the wall . . . but the religious police could not disturb the

ecstasy of one who had been carried so far that he was no longer troubled

at the thought of being rejected even by the holy!

No one can become a saint without solving the problem of suffering. No

one who has ever written anything, outside the pages of Scripture, has

given us such a solution to the problem as St. John of the Cross. I will not

speculate upon his answers. I will merely mention the fact that they exist

and pass on. For those who want to read it, there is The Dark Night of the

Soul. But this much must be said: Sanctity can never abide a merely

speculative solution to the problem of suffering. Sanctity solves the

problem not by analyzing but by suffering. It is a living solution, burned in

the flesh and spirit of the saint by fire. Scripture itself tells us as much. "As

silver is tried by fire and gold in the furnace, so the Lord trieth hearts"

(Prov 17:3).

"Son, when thou comest to the service of God, stand in justice and fear



and prepare thy soul for temptation. Humble thy heart and endure:

incline thy ear and receive the words of understand ing and make not

haste in the time of clouds. Wait on God with patience: join thyself to

God and endure, that thy life may be increased in the latter end. Take

all that shall be brought upon thee, and in thy sorrow endure and in thy

humiliation keep patience. For gold and silver are tried in the fire and

acceptable men in the furnace of humiliation" (Sir 2:1-5).

Sanctity does not consist in suffering. It is not even directly produced by

suffering, for many have suffered and have be come devils rather than

saints. What is more, there are some who gloat over the sufferings of the

saints and are hideously sentimental about sufferings of their own, and

cap it all by a voracious appetite for inflicting suffering on other people,

sometimes in the name of sanctity. Of such were those who persecuted St.

John of the Cross in his last days, and helped him to enter heaven with

greater pain and greater heroism. These were not the "calced" who caught

him at the beginning of his career, but the champion ascetics of his own

family, the men of the second generation, those who unconsciously did

their best to ruin the work of the founders, and who quite consciously did

everything they could to remove St. John of the Cross from a position in

which he would be able to defend what he knew to be the Teresian ideal.

Sanctity itself is a living solution of the problem of suffering. For the saint,

suffering continues to be suffering, but it ceases to be an obstacle to his

mission, or to his happiness, both of which are found positively and

concretely in the will of God. The will of God is found by the saint less in

manifestations of the divine good-pleasure than in God himself.

Suffering, on the natural level, is always opposed to natural joy. There is

no opposition between natural suffering and supernatural joy. Joy, in the

supernatural order, is simply an aspect of charity. It is inseparable from

the love that is poured forth in our hearts by the Holy Spirit. But when

sanctity is not yet mature, its joy is not always recognizable. It can too



easily be buried under pain. But true charity, far from being diminished by

suffering, uses suffering as it uses everything else: for the increase of its

own immanent vitality. Charity is the expression of a divine life within us,

and this life, if we allow it to have its way, will grow and thrive most in the

very presence of all that seems to destroy life and to quench its flame. A

life that blazes with a hundredfold brilliance in the face of death is

therefore invincible. Its joy cannot fail. It conquers everything. It knows

no suffering. Like the Risen Christ, who is its Author and Principle, it

knows no death. 

The life of charity was perfect in the great Carmelite reformer, St. John of

the Cross. It was so perfect that it can hardly be said to shine before men.

His soul was too pure to attract any attention. Yet precisely because of his

purity, he is one of the few saints who can gain a hearing in the most

surprising recesses of an impure world. John of the Cross, who seems at

first sight to be a saint for the most pure of the Christian elite, may very

well prove to be the last hope of harlots and publicans. The wisdom of this

extraordinary child "reaches from end to end mightily". Lost in the pure

wisdom of God, like God, and in God, he attains to all things. This saint, so

often caricatured as an extremist, is actually beyond all extremes. Having

annihilated all extremes in the center of his own humility, he remains

colorless and neutral. His doctrine, which is considered inhumanly hard,

is only hard because it is superhumanly simple. Its simplicity seems to

present an obstacle to our nature, which has sought to hide itself from God

in a labyrinth of mental complexities, like Adam and Eve amidst the leaves

of paradise.

The hardest thing to accept, in St. John of the Cross, is not the Cross, but

the awful neutrality of his interior solitude. After all, as he so reasonably

points out, when the soul is detached, by the Cross, from every sensible

and spiritual obstacle, its journey to God becomes easy and joyful:

The Cross is the staff whereby one may reach him, and whereby the



road is greatly lightened and made easy. Wherefore our Lord said

through St. Matthew: My yoke is easy and my burden is light, which

burden is the Cross. For if a man resolve to sub mit himself to carrying

his cross—that is to say if he resolve to desire in truth to meet trials and

to bear them in all things for God’s sake, he will find in them great

relief and sweetness wherewith he may travel on this road, detached

from all things and desiring nothing. (The Ascent of Mount Cannel, n,

7. in The Complete Works of St. John of the Cross, translated and

editedby E. Allison Peers (Westminster: Newman, 1945), vol. I, p. 91.)

The two words "desiring nothing" contain all the difficulty and all the

simplicity of St. John of the Cross. But no Christian has a right to

complain of them. They are simply an echo of two words that sum up the

teaching of Jesus Christ in the Gospel: abneget semetipsurn. "If any man

would come after me, let him deny himself . .

This total self-denial, which St. John of the Cross pursues into the inmost

depths of the human spirit, reduces our interior landscape to a wasteland

without special features of any kind whatever. We do not even have the

consolation of beholding a personal disaster. A cataclysm of the spirit, if

terrible, is also interesting. But the soul of the contemplative is happy to

be reduced to a state of complete loneliness and dereliction in which the

most significant renouncement is that of self-complacency. Many men are

attracted to a solitude in which they believe they will have the leisure and

the opportunity to contemplate themselves. Not so St. John of the Cross:

These times of aridity cause the soul to journey in all purity in the love

of God, since it is no longer influenced in its actions by the pleasure

and sweetness of the actions themselves, . . . but only by a desire to

please God. It becomes neither presumptuous nor self-satisfied, as

perchance it was wont to become in the time of its prosperity, but

fearful and timid with regard to itself, find ing in itself no satisfaction

whatsoever; and herein consists that holy fear which preserves and



increases the virtues. . . . Save for the pleasure indeed which at certain

times God infuses into it, it is a wonder if it find pleasure and

consolation of sense, through its own diligence, in any spiritual

exercise or action. . . . There grows within souls that experience this

arid night (of the senses) care for God and yearnings to serve him, for

in proportion as the breasts of sensuality, wherewith it sustained and

nourished the desires that it pursued, are drying up, there remains

nothing in that aridity and detachment save the yearning to serve God,

which is a thing very pleasing to God. (The Dark Night of the Soul, i,

13. Peers, op. cit., vol. I, p. 393.)

The joy of this emptiness, this weird neutrality of spirit which leaves the

soul detached from the things of the earth and not yet in possession of

those of heaven, suddenly blossoms out into a pure paradise of liberty, of

which the saint sings in his Spiritual Canticle: it is a solitude full of wild

birds and strange trees, rocks, rivers, and desert islands, lions, and leaping

does. These creatures are images of the joys of the spirit, aspects of

interior solitude, fires that flash in the abyss of the pure heart whose

loneliness becomes alive with the deep lightnings of God.

If I say that St. John of the Cross seems to me to be the most accessible of

the saints, that is only another way of saying that he is my favorite saint—

together with three others who also seem to me most approachable: St.

Benedict, St. Bernard, and St. Francis of Assisi. After all, the people you

make friends with are the ones who welcome you into their company. But

besides this, it also seems to me that St. John of the Cross is absolutely

and in himself a most accessible saint. This, to those who find him

forbidding, will seem an outrageous paradox. Nevertheless it is true, if you

consider that few saints, if any, have ever opened up to other men such

remote depths in their own soul. St. John of the Cross admits you, in the

Living Flame, to his soul’s "deepest center", to the "deep caverns" in

which the lamps of fire, the attributes of God, flash mysteriously in

metaphysical shadows; who else has done as much? St. John reveals



himself to us not in allegory, as does St. Teresa (in the Mansions) but in

symbol. And symbol is a far more potent and effective medium than

allegory. It is truer because it is more direct and more intimate. It does not

need to be worked out and applied by the reason. The symbols that spring

from the depths of the heart of St. John of the Cross awaken kindred

symbols in the depths of the heart that loves him. Their effect, of course, is

supported and intensified by grace which, we may believe, the saint

himself has begged for the souls of those who have been called to love him

in God. Here is a union and a friendship than which nothing could be

more intimate, except the friendship of the soul with God himself. Earth

knows no such intimacies. Those who love St. Peter from the Gospels and

react in vivid sympathy for his all too human experiences, do not come as

close to Peter as the one who meets St. John of the Cross in the depths of

prayer. We know St. Peter on a more exterior surface of life—the level of

passion and emotion. But on that level there is less communion, and less

effective communication, than in the depths of the spirit.

And thus St. John of the Cross not only makes himself accessible to us, but

does much more: he makes us accessible to ourselves by opening our

hearts to God within their own depths.

In the end, however, I may as well have the courtesy to admit one thing:

St. John of the Cross is not everybody’s food. Even in a contemplative

monastery there will be some who will never get along with him—and

others who, though they think they know what he is about, would do

better to let him alone. He upsets everyone who thinks that his doctrine is

sup posed to lead one by a way that is exalted. On the contrary, his way is

so humble that it ends up by being no way at all, for John of the Cross is

unfriendly to systems and a bitter enemy of all exaltation. Omnis qui se

exaltat humiliabitur. His glory is to do without glory for the love of Christ.

John of the Cross is the patron of those who have a vocation that is

thought, by others, to be spectacular, but which, in reality, is lowly,



difficult, and obscure. He is the patron and the protector and master of

those whom God has led into the uninteresting wilderness of

contemplative prayer. His domain is precisely defined. He is the patron of

contemplatives in the strict sense, and of their spiritual directors, not of

contemplatives in the juridical sense. He is the patron of those who pray in

a certain way in which God wants them to pray, whether they happen to be

in the cloister, the desert, or the city. There fore his influence is not limited

to one order or to one kind of order. His teaching is not merely a matter of

"Carmelite spirituality", as some seem to think. In fact, I would venture to

say that he is the Father of all those whose prayer is an undefined isolation

outside the boundary of "spirituality". He deals chiefly with those who, in

one way or another, have been brought face to face with God in a way that

methods cannot account for and books do not explain. He is in Christ the

model and the maker of contemplatives wherever they may be found.

When this much has been said, enough has been said. St. John of the

Cross was not famous in his own lifetime and will not be famous in our

own. There is no need that either he, or contemplation, should be famous.

In this world in which all good things are talked about and practically

none of them are practised, it would be unwise to make contemplative

prayer a matter for publicity, though perhaps no harm has been done, thus

far, by making its name known. God himself knows well enough how to

make the thing known to those who need it, in his designs for them.

Let it suffice to have said that this Spanish saint is one of the greatest and

most hidden of the saints, that of all saints he is perhaps the greatest poet

as well as the greatest contemplative, and that in his humility he was also

most human, although I have not said much to prove it. I know that he

will understand that this article about him was written as a veiled act of

homage, as a gesture of love and gratitude, and as a disguised prayer. He

knows what the prayer seeks. May he grant it to the writer and to the

readers of these words.



Saints for Now, ed. Clare Booth Luce (Sheed & Ward 1952)
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